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We observe spontaneously driven nonground state polariton condensation in GaAs pillar microcavities under
nonresonant optical excitation. We identify a regime where the interplay of exciton-exciton and pair polariton
scattering can lead to mode switching from nonground state to ground state polariton condensation. A simple
kinematic model satisfactorily describes the observed mode switching as each of the above scattering mecha-
nisms becomes prevalent at different carrier densities.
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Polaritons in semiconductor microcavities are the admix-
ture of an exciton and a cavity photon in the strong coupling
regime.1,2 Due to their photon component, the de Broglie
wavelength of polaritons is several orders of magnitude
larger than that of atoms, allowing in principle for Bose-
Einstein condensation �BEC� even at room temperature3–5

and the formation of superfluids, quantum vortices, and half-
quantum vortices.6–9 However, unlike atoms, the polariton
lifetime is limited by the photon cavity lifetime to a few
picoseconds. Although the ultrashort lifetime prevents ther-
malization with the host lattice, interparticle interactions al-
low rapid relaxation and the formation of a macroscopically
occupied ground state, usually referred to as a polariton
condensate.10 The nonequilibrium nature of polariton con-
densates, described by Imamoglu in 1996 in the context of an
inversionless laser, distinguishes them from pure BEC11 and
it is only within the framework of nonequilibrium BEC that
polariton condensates can be rigorously described.12 Al-
though in an infinite two-dimensional �2D� system BEC for-
mally cannot occur, polariton condensation is observed in
nominally 2D microcavities due to the spatial localization of
polaritons in the photonic disorder of the cavities.13–17 The
localization required for condensation can be controlled by
engineering tunable potential traps,18,19 by modifying the en-
ergy dispersion20 or by etching planar samples into micro-
cavity pillars.21–23

Spontaneously occurring ground state condensates have
been reported in atomic and solid state systems and are well
described by the theory of equilibrium and nonequilibrium
BEC. An interesting extension to this theory has predicted
that BEC can occur in states other than the ground state, but
to date there has been no experimental evidence of non-
ground state BEC.24 In this letter we demonstrate spontane-
ously occurring nonground state polariton condensation in
GaAs/AlGaAs pillar microcavities under nonresonant optical
excitation. We show that by tuning the level separation of the
polariton energy states in pillar microcavities we can control
the mode switching between nonground state and ground
state polariton condensation. A kinematic model is intro-
duced where the interplay of exciton-exciton and pair polar-
iton scattering can adequately describe the observed mode
switching as each of the above scattering mechanisms be-
comes prevalent at different carrier densities.

In pillar microcavities, the contrast of the air-
semiconductor index of refraction laterally confines the pho-

ton mode, which combined with the vertical confinement im-
posed by a pair of Bragg mirrors, produces a ladder of
discrete zero-dimensional photon states determined predomi-
nantly by the size and shape of the pillar.25,26 In the strong
coupling regime the dressed states of the system form a se-
quence of discrete energy states, while the broken transla-
tional invariance of photon modes removes the restriction of
momentum conservation from polariton-polariton scattering-
usually referred to as pair polariton scattering. The latter al-
lows for efficient polariton relaxation, removing the relax-
ation bottleneck usually encountered in planar microcavity
structures that impedes thermalization and polariton
condensation.27 Under nonresonant optical excitation, relax-
ation from the exciton reservoir to the polariton states in the
linear regime is predominantly driven by exciton-exciton
scattering, while pair polariton scattering contributes to re-
laxation between the discrete polariton states. The interplay
of exciton-exciton and pair polariton scattering defines which
of the polariton states will first reach occupancy of one and
thus drive the system in the nonlinear regime where polariton
condensation dominates the dynamics.

Our sample, previously described in Ref. 20 consists of a
� /2 Ga0.05Al0.95As cavity surrounded by two
Ga0.05Al0.95As /Ga0.80Al0.20As Bragg mirrors with 26 and 30
pairs in the top and bottom mirrors respectively. In order to
achieve a large Rabi splitting and therefore maintain strong
coupling between the exciton and the cavity mode three sets
of four 7 nm GaAs quantum wells have been inserted in the
center and the first antinodes of the electromagnetic field
within the structure. The sample is excited nonresonantly
using 150 fs transform limited pulsed excitation with a rep-
etition rate of 80 MHz. A microscope objective, aligned nor-
mal to the sample surface is used to both focus the excitation
beam to a spot of 3 microns and collect photoluminescence.
The sample is cooled to 7 K in a continuous flow cold finger
cryostat. In order to achieve efficient excitation the laser is
tuned to 1.70 eV, corresponding to the second Bragg mode of
the system above the stop band, where the reflectivity is at a
minimum, as shown with an arrow in Fig. 1�a�. A spectrom-
eter coupled to a streak camera is used to simultaneously
record the temporal and energy dynamics of the photolumi-
nescence.

Spectrally and time resolved photoluminescence is re-
corded for 3.2 �m side square pillars at zero, and at nega-
tive �−13 meV� exciton-photon detuning conditions28 shown
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in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�. The excitation intensity is kept below
threshold, for both detuning conditions. The highest energy
state emission has been interpreted in previous findings on a
similar sample as uncoupled quantum well exciton photolu-
minescence collected from the side of the pillars.21 The pho-
toluminescence decay dynamics of the lower energy states is
not defined by the cavity life time ��15 ps here� but from
the relaxation dynamics to each state. For both detuning con-
ditions we observe that the states energetically closer to the
exciton reservoir show a faster decay as expected from the
scaling of the exciton-exciton scattering strength. The power
dependence of the emission intensity at −13 meV and at
zero detuning is shown in Fig. 1�d�, with hollow markers
indicating the regime where emission is strongest from the
higher energy mode. We can confirm that emission occurs in
the strong coupling regime by the continuous relative blue
shift of the involved polariton states shown in Fig. 1�e�. For
comparison we have also plotted in the same figure the blue
shift of the ground polariton state at zero detuning. At
−13 meV the higher occupied energy state is switching from
the ground polariton state to a higher energy state and back
to the ground polariton state. The spontaneous mode switch-
ing occurs at the threshold to the nonlinear regime rendering
this observation interesting in the framework of spontane-
ously occurring nonground state polariton condensation.
Nonground state polariton condensation was previously ob-
served in pillar microcavities under nonuniform excitation
conditions, where edge excitation of a pillar was used to
trigger stimulated scattering toward polariton modes with
matching field spatial distribution.14 Here, the pillars are uni-
formly illuminated and thus nonground state polariton con-

densation is not driven by the excitation beam profile but is
spontaneously occurring. We also note that mode switching
could not be observed for any of the other available exciton-
photon detuning conditions �−6, 0, and +3.5 meV� under
uniform excitation conditions.

Polaritons in pillar microcavities are not in thermal equi-
librium, thus, we attempt to understand the dynamics that
lead to this unusual occurrence by studying the transient dy-
namics of polariton relaxation at the detuning condition
where nonground state polariton condensation is observed.
Hereafter, we use M1 to refer to the lowest energy polariton
mode, M2 to the second lowest polariton mode and M5 to
refer to mode where nonground state polariton condensation
occurs. The naming convention is shown in Fig. 1�c�. We
perform a power dependence of the nonresonant optical ex-
citation and measure the photoluminescence decay dynamics
of the different polariton modes as shown in Figs. 1�c�, 1�f�,
and 1�g�. In the linear regime, �Fig. 1�c�� the photolumines-
cence decay is of the order of several hundred picoseconds,
dominated by the polariton relaxation mechanisms described
above. At threshold we observe that polariton condensation
occurs at the higher energy mode M5. The transition to the
nonlinear regime is observed both by the power dependence
of the emission intensity �Fig. 1�d��, the collapse of the pho-
toluminescence to a single mode and the reduction of the
decay time by an order of magnitude �Fig. 1�f��. At excita-
tion power three times above threshold we observe that po-
lariton condensation switches to the lowest polariton mode,
M1 �Fig. 1�g��. At this excitation power past polariton con-
densation we can resolve the repopulation of M5 at approxi-
mately 200 ps from the residual exciton reservoir �Fig. 1�g��.
We also notice that although polariton condensation occurs at
the lowest polariton mode M1, a blue shift occurs for all
polariton states.

For polariton condensation to switch from a higher energy
state �M5� to a lower energy state �M1� there needs to be a
scattering mechanism that will populate M1 while depopu-
lating M5. In Fig. 2 we show a photoluminescence spectrum
in the linear regime and annotate the three polariton modes
that dominate the observed dynamics and the relaxation
channels coupling them. Other than exciton-exciton scatter-
ing, pair polariton scattering can occur for any three equidis-
tant in energy modes, and at −13 meV detuning this process
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Reflectivity spectrum of the sample;
the arrow indicates the energy of excitation. �b� Below threshold
time and spectrally resolved photoluminescence from a 3.2 �m
side square pillar at 0 meV and �c� −13 meV detuning conditions.
�d� Power dependence of the emission intensity and �e� the energy
blueshift that occurs for a 3.2 �m square pillar at 0 meV �green
dots� and −13 meV �blue squares� detuning. The hollow blue
squares correspond to the higher energy mode that exhibits polar-
iton condensation for a certain range of excitation powers. �c�, �f�,
and �g� Time and spectrally resolved photoluminescence from a
3.2 �m pillar at −13 meV detuning below threshold, at threshold,
and above threshold respectively �false color/grayscale images with
blue/dark gray signifying higher intensity�.

FIG. 2. Below threshold photoluminescence spectrum from a
3.2 �m square pillar at �=−13 meV detuning and schematic rep-
resentation of the energy transitions between the exciton reservoir
and polariton states M1, M2, and M5. Arrows indicate exciton-
exciton and pair-polariton scattering between the states.
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is indeed possible between M5, M1 and the low-energy tale
of the exciton reservoir. We expect that when M1 reaches
occupation larger than one, final state stimulation of pair
polariton scattering occurs, rapidly depleting M5 and there-
fore switching polariton condensation to M1. Here, we note
that pair polariton scattering in pillars does not require con-
servation of the in-plane wave vector and therefore the exci-
ton states populated from pair polariton scattering will be
distributed across a large range of wave vectors on the exci-
ton dispersion. This can explain the absence of any observ-
able enhancement of the emission from these exciton states
within the light cone.

We can describe the observed dynamics quantitatively by
considering a simple kinetic model that couples exciton res-
ervoir and polariton modes through exciton-exciton and pair
polariton scatterings, based on the assumption that the broad
emission at higher energies corresponds to uncoupled exci-
ton photoluminescence. The following rate equations de-
scribe the population, ni, for each of the states:29–31

�nx

�t
= − �XnX − �

j

Anx
2�Cjnj + 1�

+ B�− CM1nM1Dnx�CM5nM5 + 1�2

+ CM5
2 nM5

2 �CM1nM1 + 1��Dnx + 1�� + f�t� , �1�

�nj

�t
= − � jnj + Anx

2�Cjnj + 1�

+ B�− CM1nM1Dnx�CM5nM5 + 1�2

+ CM5
2 nM5

2 �CM1nM1 + 1��Dnx + 1��� jM1

− 2B�− CM1nM1Dnx�CM5nM5 + 1�2

+ CM5
2 nM5

2 �CM1nM1 + 1��Dnx + 1��� jM5,

j = M1,M2,M5, �2�

where nx is the exciton population at the exciton reservoir, A
and B are the exciton-exciton and pair polariton scattering
constants,32 Cj is the exciton fraction of the j state, D is the
fraction of the exciton reservoir that participates in pair-
polariton scattering, and f�t� is the pumping term. The first
term on the right hand side of the equations describes radia-
tive decay from each state, where the decay rate � j is ex-
tracted from the measured linewidth of each mode. The sec-
ond term describes exciton-exciton scattering and the last
terms describe the pair-polariton scattering. Energy conser-
vation is required and limits pair polariton scattering to be
between modes M1 and M5, and the lower energy tale of the
exciton reservoir ��4% of the total population�, which are
spaced equidistantly in energy. The coupled differential
equations are solved for different excitation powers and the
transient populations of the three polariton modes scaled
through the corresponding photon fraction are shown along-
side the experimental data in Fig. 3. Each column corre-
sponds to one polariton mode and each row to a different
excitation power, matching those shown in Figs. 1�c�, 1�f�,
and 1�g�. For low-excitation powers �top panels� exciton-
exciton scattering is the dominant relaxation mechanism and

all modes exhibit photoluminescence of similar intensity, and
decay times of hundreds of picoseconds, in agreement with
the experimental data. At threshold �second row of panels in
Fig. 3�, the higher energy state M5 is first to reach occupancy
of one leading to a collapse of polaritons toward this state as
we reach the threshold. As the pump power is increased
above threshold pair polariton scattering dominates the dy-
namics and relaxation begins to favor the ground state again.
The model replicates the experimental data and condensation
switches to state M1 �third row in Fig. 3�. This simple kinetic
model adequately describes the most important features of
the experiment, including condensation from different modes
and changes in relaxation times of more than an order of
magnitude.

In conclusion, the tunability of the relaxation mechanisms
in pillar microcavities due to the discretization of the energy
states offers unique control over the state where polariton
condensation occurs. We show that both ground and non-
ground state polariton condensation is possible and the
choice between the two is determined by the relaxation
mechanism that is prevalent in the system for a particular
carrier density. Within the framework of nonequilibrium
BEC this is a manifestation of spontaneously occurring non-
ground state BEC, the theory of which, although developed
for trapped atoms, is currently work in progress for polari-
tons in semiconductor microcavities.

The authors would like to acknowledge Tomas Ostatnicky
for helpful discussion on the modeling. This work was sup-
ported by EPSRC-GB and EU �Grant No. FP7�.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Comparison of the measured photolumi-
nescence decay curves �solid black lines� and the fit of the kine-
matic model �dashed red lines�. Columns correspond to different
polariton states �M1, M2, and M5 from left to right� and rows to
different excitation power �below threshold, at threshold and above
threshold from top to bottom�.
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